Abstract
We calculate nucleon lifetimes for various decay modes via dimension 6 operators in the anomalous U (1) A GUT scenario, in which the unification scale Λ u becames smaller than the usual supersymmetric unification scale Λ G = 2 × 10 16 GeV in general. Since the predicted lifetime τ (p → π 0 +e c ) becomes around the experimental lower bound, the discovery of the nucleon decay in near future can be expected. The two ratios R 1 = Γ n→π 0 +ν c Γ p→π 0 +e c and R 2 = Γ p→K 0 +µ c Γ p→π 0 +e c are important in identifying grand unification group and we show that three anomalous U (1) A SUSY GUT models with SU (5), SO(10) and E 6 grand unification group can be identified by measuring the two ratios. In these calculation we consider uncertainties of the unitary matrices that make Yukawa matrices diagonal.
In addition, we calculate nucleon lifetimes in anomalous U (1) A E 6 × SU (2) F SUSY GUT model. In this model, SU (2) F symmetry restrict the unitary matrices that make Yukawa matrices diagonal. Our calculation shows that R 2 in this model tends to be smaller than that in E 6 model which does not have flavor symmetry.
